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President’s Podium By Mackie Spradley Ph.D. Director of Enrichment Education and Programs, Texas Education Agency and TMEC President



As I see it, our future is bright; yet, we must keep some strategies in place. For example, it will be important to continue to collaborate and partner with other music organizations. It will be important to continue to seek opportunities to be included inthe decision and policymaking processes. It will be important to continue to build relationships and partnerships within the educational space as well as within other spaces. It will also be important to continue to participate in the national discourse on music education.



Finally, I owe a great deal of gratitude to this Board, who has worked hard to envision a new identity, purpose and goals for the organization. I owe a special thanks to Dr. Barb Stevanson, who has been extremely supportive over the last four years. I couldn’t have done this without you! The opportunity to serve you all has been a tremendous privilege and exceptional blessing. I wish you peace and continued success.



Editor’s Notes Final Reflection Four years ago as I began my leadership role as the President-Elect of TMEC, one of my responsibilities included traveling to Washington, DC to advocate for Music education on Capitol Hill. It was an eye-opening experience that inspired me to diligently campaign for a secure place of prominence for music education. Now, as my presidential term comes to a close and the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act is complete, I feel a great sense of accomplishment. We did it! With bipartisan support, The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) passed in both the House and the Senate. President Obama signed the ESSA on December 10, 2015. It took a network of people to realize this success. So, I must give a few Shout Outs to those who helped to make this happen: • To those in leadership with the National Association for Music Education (NAfME), who orchestrated the strategies and clearly articulated the “asks” of our organization • To the NAfME Southwest Division leadership, its members and other state leaders for consistent support and multiple opportunities to collaborate for success • To the countless music teachers, students, administrators, parents, and music organizations who have given their time, efforts, sweat, tears and voice of support during the campaign
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• To all the political leaders of Texas who supported the efforts of NAfME and voted in favor of the ESSA The passing of the ESSA is a milestone for music education for many states for various reasons and we will certainly learn more about how ESSA will impact our work and teaching experiences in the coming months as policy makers learn more. In the meantime, here are a few things we might want to consider as we continue our work: • First, the ESSA ensures that every student is prepared for college and/or a career. This act focuses on diminishing the disparities in opportunities and access. Every student should have access to what they need to be successful without exception. • Secondly, the act includes a well-rounded education, which identifies music as one of the core academic subjects. This change in language should support easy transitions between STEM and STEAM curricular and settle common wars on what courses are more or less important. • Finally, more funds could be available to support teacher quality, such as the Teacher Incentive Fund, Supporting Effective Educator Development Grant and Excellent Educators for All. This might mean increased funding to support the development of music teachers. Of course, we are unsure as to what these programs could look like in Texas.
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By Renee Higgins Business Manager of the St. Mary’s Law Journal, St. Mary’s University and TMEC Editor



Hard to believe 2016 is upon us. Your leaders at TMEC hope 2015 was everything you wanted it to be and that 2016 offers even more! With the new year comes new opportunities for you and your students. The convention in February is always a great way to recharge for a busy semester ahead. Plans are coming together for the TMEC meetings in San Antonio this February. Make note of the Annual Meeting and Reception on Feb. 13th from 11:00amNoon in CC223. Once again we thank our loyal sponsor Mary Ann Stewart from Music in Motion for sponsoring this event. We are pleased to host the NAfME SW Division President Tricia Kidd at this meeting and look forward to hearing about the work happening at the national and divisional level. We also encourage you to attend and support the CTME Leadership Summit if you work with collegiates. TMEC will have a booth next to the NAfME booth in the new Associate Exhibitors section just outside the exhibit. Stop by and meet some of the TMEC volunteers in our state.



In this issue you will find an interesting article from Sean Powell on mentoring student teachers. This is important work which has just a small window of opportunity to be most meaningful. His guidelines and suggestions can help those of you charged with this responsibility. Also in this issue is a NAfME article on composition projects that aid in developing 21st century skills by Nora Tycast and Brian Lukkasson. This topic was presented at the national conference in October and has been well received by our members in Texas. A final piece is by Brian VandeWalle and discusses the application of some very accesible programs for teaching in the elementary classroom. Thanks goes out to all of our authors for sharing and preparing these articles. Please watch for your electronic ballot for electing new TMEC officers. It will be arriving directly behind this issue in your mailboxes and voting closes February 1st. Have a great New Year!
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Texas Welcomes NAfME Southwestern Division President Tricia Kidd TMEC Annual Meeting and Reception Saturday Feb. 13th from 11:00 AM - Noon Room CC 223 Thanks to our sponsor Music in Motion TMEC Booth #1I and NAfME Booth #1J in the new Associate Exhibitors section just outside of the exhibit hall



In her 34th year of teaching music, Tricia Kidd is the Music Specialist at Brantner Elementary in Thornton, Colorado. Prior to her eleven years with the Brighton Schools, Tricia taught elementary general music, middle and high school band, choir and orchestra in four states (Kansas, Colorado, Kentucky and Georgia), as well as string methods for Adams State University. Tricia holds a Bachelor of Music Education degree from Wichita State University and a Master of Arts from Adams State University. Additional training includes Levels I, II and III of Orff Schulwerk Certification. A strong believer in additional study and training, Tricia enjoys attending music workshops and working with college music majors in their field experience as well as student teachers. She recently conducted elementary and middle school honor choirs in Colorado. Tricia has served on the Colorado Music Educators



Association board of directors in various board positions. She recently completed six years of
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leadership for CMEA as President-Elect, President and Immediate Past President of the statewide organization of Colorado music educators. During her tenure as President, she organized and led a team of elementary music educators in the creation of the Colorado Elementary All-State Choir. In its fifth year of existence, this 300-voice select choir includes students from around the state of Colorado and performs in Colorado Springs at the CMEA Clinic/Conference in late January of each year. Tricia is Immediate Past Chair of the Colorado Elementary All-State Choir and is President of the Southwestern Division of the National Association for Music Education and serves on its National Executive Board. Tricia will be speaking at the Collegiate Texas Music Educators Leadership Summit on Wednesday February 10th, Marriott Riverwalk Salons A/B/C, 6:00-9:00p.m. and will also provide the keynote at the TMEC Annual Meeting and Reception on Saturday, February 13th, CC223, 11:00-12:00p.m.
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Mentoring Student Teachers:



A Resource for Cooperating Teachers By Sean R. Powell Assistant Professor, Music Education, University of North Texas and TMEC Teacher Education Chair



One of the most challenging and rewarding facets in my role as a music teacher educator is supervising student teachers. I have been privileged to work with outstanding cooperating teachers who have provided my student teachers with invaluable internship experiences. In this article, I will share some insights from my ten years as a university supervisor of student teaching that I hope will serve as a resource for cooperating teachers.



A Student Teacher is Your Student



The most effective cooperating teachers understand that they are taking on the significant responsibility of mentoring a new student. Your student teacher becomes an additional student who needs and deserves as much time, attention, patience, and guidance as your other students. The university supervisor and the cooperating teacher form a partnership that is tasked with the mentorship of the student teacher, but you, as the cooperating teacher, are the most important person in that partnership. Only you see the student teacher every day and are alongside her in the real world of practice. Only you see growth within the context of your own classroom. University supervisors see only a snapshot of the progress a student teacher is making. A supervisor’s visits are valuable to the extent that they provide outside perspectives and a sounding board for concerns. However, cooperating teachers’ assessments of student teaching performance are by far the most valuable feedback within the student teaching experience. Internships become problematic when student teachers are viewed as assistants or additional help by their cooperating teachers. Having a student teacher in your program should benefit your students, and student teachers should help you increase productivity and efficiency. These benefits to your program should be viewed as important, but secondary. The growth and development of the student teacher is priority number 6 



one. Mentoring a student teacher should be more work for the mentor, not less, than not having a student teacher. The time you take to guide and provide feedback, if done correctly, will outweigh the increase in efficiency that a student teacher can facilitate. I am troubled when teachers ask me if they can have a student teacher because they need help. Fortunately, this is a rare occurrence, and most of the cooperating teachers with whom I have worked have understood their role as mentors. It is a great responsibility to mentor the next generation of music educators who may be your future colleagues. Of course, student teachers should not hinder your students’ learning or inhibit the goals of your program. The goal is a symbiotic relationship in which cooperating teacher, student teacher, P-12 students, and profession at-large all benefit.



Your Feedback is Essential and Welcome



The cooperating teacher’s feedback is the most important factor related to a student teacher’s success. It is essential that the lines of communication between mentor and student teacher remain open. I encourage my student teachers to schedule regular meetings with their mentors in order to receive specific feedback. Music teachers, as we all know, get inundated with work, and it can become easy for days and weeks to go by without focused conversation between student teacher and cooperating teacher. There is always something to do and some student or issue that needs attention, so scheduling regular meetings is often necessary. Most cooperating teachers are experts at giving feedback and let student teachers know exactly where they stand with clear assessments of their performance. However, I have worked with a few cooperating teachers who seem hesitant to give honest feedback to their student teachers. If cooperating teachers view their student teachers as students, as discussed above, providing TMEC www.tmec.org Connections  Winter, 2016



specific feedback may seem less daunting. Additionally, it is of the utmost importance that cooperating teachers provide feedback to the university supervisor during observation visits. I always take time to ask cooperating teachers for their feedback when I visit my student teachers in the field. As university supervisors, we want to hear your honest assessment of our student teachers, even if that feedback is negative. On a few occasions, I have received negative feedback about a student teacher toward the end of the semester, when it is too late to make significant changes that take time to implement. If the feedback had been given earlier, it would have made for a more pleasant experience for the cooperating teacher and, most importantly, a more valuable experience for the student teacher. As an analogy, consider this: you would never allow a saxophonist to play with a bad embouchure for several weeks without providing any feedback or guidance, only to give that student a bad grade on an end-of-term playing exam.



Teaching Must Be the Priority



The focus of your feedback is also important. Of course, most cooperating teachers with whom I have worked provided specific feedback directly related to teaching. However, on a few occasions, when soliciting feedback from cooperating teachers, I have heard things like: “She always does what we ask of her,” “He shows up on time,” “She does a good job completing assigned tasks,” without any feedback about actual teaching. While I am happy to hear such feedback, these types of behaviors should be taken as a given. Certainly, I want to hear when student teachers are not completing administrative tasks or showing up on time, as those things are important parts of the job of a music teacher and cannot be learned in a classroom. However, I am most interested in hearing feedback related specifically to teaching and interactions with students. Again, if we consider student teachers as students and not merely assistants, the focus of feedback becomes clearer. Obviously, a major concern would arise if there is a lack of feedback about a student teacher’s teaching because they have not received many teaching opportunities. Within music education, especially in performance ensembles, finding enough teaching time for student teachers can be a challenge. This challenge is made greater if there are high expectations for performance excellence. This is often the case, of course, with the programs in which student teachers are placed. As stated above, taking on a student



teacher is a profound responsibility, and part of that responsibility is agreeing to provide significant time for the student teacher to be in front of students teaching. If performance responsibilities and other factors in an upcoming semester would inhibit your ability to give student teachers real teaching time, it may not be the best time to agree to mentor a student teacher. As teacher educators, we understand the pressures you are under and the standards to which you hold the performances of your students, so please do not hesitate to let us know if it is not an ideal time to host a student teacher--it will not prevent us from considering you as a mentor in the future. The quality of teaching experiences is as important as the quantity. Another consequence of high performance expectations is the fear that student teachers will hold back the performance of the P-12 students. This fear may manifest itself in the inability of the cooperating teacher to let go and allow the student teacher to teach a lesson without intervention. Even though it may be tempting to jump in to assist, correct, or redirect a student teacher when the lesson is progressing at a less-thanideal level, this temptation must be resisted. As is the case when teaching any student, scaffolding techniques must be employed. Early in the semester, it would be appropriate to provide shorter, more structured teaching experiences for student teachers, perhaps using a coteaching model. As the semester progresses and the student teacher gains more experience and comfort, the supports should be slowly taken away until the student teacher can teach a significant portion of the class by herself. This process will vary from student to student, just like any other learning process. Related to the instinct to jump in at the earliest sign of suboptimal performance is the fear of failure. No, we do not want student teachers to crash and burn, ruining the learning experiences of the P-12 students. However, we must realize that student teachers are students and do not come from their university experiences as finished products. As all veteran teachers know, the only way to learn how to teach is to teach, and the only way to progress is to learn from mistakes. If a cooperating teacher jumps in at the first sign of trouble, the student teacher will never learn how to rescue themselves from a lesson that is not going well. This in-flight decision-making process is something that cannot be learned in a university classroom--it can only be learned while teaching real students in a real school context. The reflection-feedback process that you
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walk the student teacher through after an unsuccessful lesson will provide the greatest opportunity for growth.



All Student Teachers are Different



When speaking with cooperating teachers, the characteristic they most often associate with successful student teachers is initiative. Almost all of the cooperating teachers with whom I have worked have appreciated student teachers who take the time to ask questions, appropriately insert themselves into the activities of the program, make the most of the opportunities given to them, and make their own opportunities through initiative and drive. These student teachers are often described as extroverted, enthusiastic, driven, and inquisitive. At the university, we encourage our student teachers to take the initiative in their placements to make the most out of the experience. However, as is the case with all students at all levels, student teachers vary widely in personality, charisma, and confidence. Some amazing teachers began as quiet introverts who had to learn to be bold and take the initiative. Just like P-12 students, some college students require more initial direction and encouragement from their teachers or mentors. Some student teachers are intimidated by their cooperating teachers, who are most often highly-accomplished and highly-respected veteran teachers. Just as some student teachers will jump right in and and take the reigns without being directed, some student teachers may need that extra push. If a student teacher does not respond to encouragement, is routinely underprepared, or fails to take on challenges when they are presented, there is cause for concern. However, if a student teacher just seems like they need a little extra encouragement, try the same strategies you would employ with a P-12 student in the same situation.



Also, please let the university supervisor know your take on the situation--she may have some insight based on her previous relationship with the student teacher. Although student teachers are adults, they are still students facing an unprecedented situation, and almost all of them want to do the very best job possible.



Final Thoughts



One of the great joys of my job is the opportunity it affords me to interact with inspiring master teachers. Our student teachers have benefited greatly by being mentored by some of the finest professional educators. Since student teaching represents the culminating, and most important, experience of the teacher preparation program, I am passionate about making it the best it can possibly be. I hope this article will facilitate thinking and discussion about the crucial role the cooperating teacher plays in the student teaching experience. This essay is based on my experience as a university supervisor and my work with some fantastic cooperating teachers, but for those seeking researchbased information on the topic, I highly recommend the article “Key Aspects of Student Teaching: A Triumvirate Approach” by John Denis. It outlines the major research in the area of student teaching in music, and provides important insights into the process. The future of the music education profession rests with today’s student teachers, and no one has more influence on their development than their cooperating teachers. Reference Denis, J. M. (2015). Key aspects of student teaching: A triumvirate approach. Update: Applications of Research in Music Education. Advance online publication. doi:10.1177/8755123315610386



Watch your inbox and cast your electronic ballot to elect new TMEC Officers! February 1st deadline. Candidate details in the fall issue. 8 
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Peer-Review Editorial Committee Jacqueline Henninger, Chair Texas Tech University Michael Alexander Baylor University Lynn Brinckmeyer Texas State University Carla Cash Texas Tech University Susan Dill The University of Texas at San Antonio John Flohr Texas Woman’s University, Professor Emeritus Michele Henry Baylor University C. Dianne Mack Texas Southern University Charlotte Mizener Lamar University



Call for Papers for TMEC Connections The Peer Review Editorial Committee of TMEC Connections welcomes papers that provide a comprehensive review and critique of the research literature on a topic, clearly discussing possible implications for music education. Manuscripts reporting the results of original research of a philosophical, historical, or experimental nature that contribute to an understanding of music teaching and learning will also be evaluated for possible publication. Manuscripts must be comprehensible to music teachers untrained in research methodology and statistics. Thus, writing should be as free of research jargon and statistical terminology as possible. The manuscript text should be double-spaced and use a 12-point font. An abstract of 150 words should be included. Tables should be placed at the end of the manuscript or attached as separate files. Figures and drawings must be attached as camera-ready copies. The entire manuscript, including the abstract and any figures, drawings, tables, and references, should not exceed 15 pages. The author’s name, address and institutional affiliation should only appear on a separate cover sheet/title page. Any references to the author’s identity should be removed from the body of the manuscript to ensure anonymity in the review process. Authors of non-quantitative articles may follow APA style, The Chicago Manual of Style (16th edition, 2010), or A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations (K. L. Turabian, 7th edition, rev. by John Grossman & Alice Bennett, 1996). Quantitative manuscripts should adhere to recommendations made in the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (6th edition). The style chosen should be used consistently throughout the manuscript. Electronic copy submissions are preferred, although both electronic and hard copy submissions are welcome. If submitting hard copies, please send a separate title page, four copies of the manuscript, and four copies of an abstract to: Jacqueline C. Henninger Chair, Peer Review Committee, TMEC Connections Assistant Professor, Music Education School of Music Texas Tech University Lubbock, Texas 79409 [email protected]



Submissions accepted at any time for Fall, Winter and Spring Issues of Connections Electronic copies should be submitted via email as a word doc file format. The author’s name and institutional affiliation should appear only on a separate title page. Authors should retain a copy of the manuscript to ensure against loss. If the manuscript is based on a thesis or dissertation, a full bibliographic citation of the original work should appear on the title page. TMEC Connections follows the Research in Music Education Code of Ethics. As stated in the Code of Ethics, submitting a manuscript indicates that it has not been published previously and is not currently submitted for publication elsewhere, either in its entirety or in part. TMEC www.tmec.org Connections  Winter, 2016 9



Composition Projects that Promote 21st Century Skills AND Develop Your Performing Ensemble



animal. Here are other examples that have been used as scaffolding assignments:



• Literacy-based assignments (Quick Writes, Pair Shares, Close Reads)



• • • 



We start scaffolding within the first week of school. One to two days a week a portion of the rehearsal is allocated to assignments or projects that would be considerable scaffolding for our composition project, though they rarely require the entire class time. We also encourage students to keep their instrument close by, so that they are constantly trying out what they may be writing or reflecting on.



Rhythm-writing and transcription–these can be tailored to the music, meter, or chord progressions you are working on for performances Key signatures (major and minor) Call and response



By Nora Tycast and Brian Lukkasson



Nora Tycast and Brian Lukkasson have been teaching together at Spring Lake Park High School, a school district just outside of Minneapolis, MN, for nine years.



See chart on page 12 In eight years we have been able to collaborate (through trial and error and lots of collaboration) to create a composition curriculum that meets the individual needs of each of our students and makes a strong impact on our performance quality.



Reprinted with permission from National Association for Music Education (NAfME). The original article is published on July 13, 2015 in Music in a Minuet, NAfME News, can be found at www.nafme.org/creating-a-more-musically-literate-high-school-musician/.



As with any good and efficient professional development session (does that exist?) we always want to know, “Why am I doing this?” and “How exactly will I use it in my classroom?” By the time you get to the end of this blog post, you should have a good idea about how to take big or baby steps toward implementing composition into your performance classroom. But first, here is the “why are we doing this?” Building the Framework for Composition Projects We have been teaching together for the better part of 15 years, and in that time we have come to value a couple of things: collaboration and risk-taking. We teach in a medium-sized school district that serves a growing urban suburb of the Twin Cities. We see 220 9th-12th students each day for 55 minutes and perform with each ensemble upwards of five times a year. Eight years ago we evaluated the Minnesota State Standards and National Standards against our curriculum and realized that all of our students were not getting a chance to compose. Additionally, the drill and kill of key signatures, rhythm and counting tests, and basic music theory rarely moved from the memorization to assessed implementation. We learned early on that students would need significant scaffolding in order not only to feel successful, but also to have representative compositions. We initially made sure students understood how to write notation and the basic theory behind keys and progressions, but their compositions lacked direction, discernable melodies, and overall complexity. Eight years ago we evaluated the Minnesota State Standards and National Standards against our curriculum 10 



and realized that all of our students were not getting a chance to compose. Additionally, the drill and kill of key signatures, rhythm and counting tests, and basic music theory rarely moved from the memorization to assessed implementation. We learned early on that students would need significant scaffolding in order not only to feel successful, but also to have representative compositions. We initially made sure students understood how to write notation and the basic theory behind keys and progressions, but their compositions lacked direction, discernable melodies, and overall complexity.



• Transposition (on their instrument and with other instruments/students) • Melodic contour • Basic triadic harmony



Here are four tangible take-aways that we have been able to see in a single year of including composition in all of our ensembles:



They would most easily be described as moody soundscapes filled with slow morphing “chords.” Over the past eight years we have created numerous scaffolding assignments to meet the needs of the students and that particular year’s larger annual composition assignment. Every year, we change, refine, and reflect on our scaffolding. The variety of assignments that we have chosen as a way to prepare students for their larger composition project changes from year to year and is based on student competency and the type of composition project we are creating. For example, a large composition project in the 10th grade year that is based around an animal theme would have a scaffolding assignment that focuses on melody writing, transposition in a different key, listening and reflecting on music that uses animals as its theme (Saint Saëns’ Carnival of the Animals) and a quick write-up that helps each student table their initial thoughts about writing their own music about an TMEC www.tmec.org Connections  Winter, 2016



How Composition Benefits Your Ensemble Including composition in a very full performance schedule can be daunting. However, finding a way to include smaller assignments along the way makes the product more rewarding from both a composition performance standpoint as well as the qualitative impact on their performance. When a ninth-grader can speak about a composer’s intent in comparison to their own intent at the end of the year, you know that you have reached a truly creative and admirable goal.



• Antecedent and consequent • Lots of listening and reflecting (based on assignment theme)



• • • • 



Our students have an increased level of musicianship on their own instrument and in their ensemble, demonstrated both through playing and listening response. Our students are more reflective on their own performance, both individual and ensemble, and use musical vocabulary to form descriptive and specific opinions. Our students have a greater understanding of compositional techniques in their concert music and are better able to discern the composer’s intent. Our ensembles are able to perform music of a high level (grade) and quality, but spend less time in rehearsal.



Look at your concert calendar; see where you can include scaffolded assignments to include music theory, melody, and harmony, and produce a student composition project that is meaningful to your performances and your students. The rewards will come back to your performing ensemble two-fold.
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Watch your inbox and cast your electronic ballot to elect new TMEC Officers! February 1st deadline. Candidate details in the fall issue.



About the authors: Nora Tycast and Brian Lukkasson have been teaching together at Spring Lake Park High School, a school district just outside of Minneapolis, MN, for nine years. They have thirty years of teaching experience between the two of them. Brian, a trombone player with a master’s degree in music, has served and directed numerous state-wide jazz education organizations and ensembles. Nora, a trumpet player with a master’s degree in educational policy and administration, has worked on the school-wide literacy team, and is currently the secretary for the Minnesota Band Directors Association. They can be reached at [email protected] and [email protected]. 12 
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CTME Corner Register for the Leadership Summit



The CTME officers are really looking forward to the Leadership Summit in February. Plans have been underway for some time and we hope to see many of you there. Preregistration is open at www.ctme.weebly.com and you are more than welcome to register on-site as well on February 10th in Marriott RW Salon ABC from 5:50-6pm. We will have a few power packed hours of information and discussions as well as dinner. This is just the way to kick off your convention experience. All collegiates are welcome and encouraged to attend with your advisors or on your own. Get to know your officers and students from other campuses and participate in the dialogue which is important to us all.



If you have any questions, please reach out to one of your CTME officers: President: Mercedes Gonzalez, Texas State University; [email protected] Past-President: Andrew McNair, Texas State University; [email protected] Secretary/Treasurer: Victoria Sanchez, Texas Christian University; [email protected] Outreach/Chapter Cordinator: Jyron Joseph, University of Texas at San Antonio; jyronjoseph@ gmail.com



MARRIOTT RW SALON ABC



TMEC Annual Meeting and Reception Saturday Feb. 13th from 11:00 AM - Noon Room CC 223 Thanks to our sponsor Music in Motion TMEC Booth #1I and NAfME Booth #1J in the new Associate Exhibitors section just outside of the exhibit hall
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5:30 p.m. 



Registration Begins



6:00 p.m. 



Welcome



6:20 p.m. 



Dinner



6:30 p.m. 



Tricia Kidd, NAfME Southwest Division, President



6:45 p.m. 



Business Meeting - Bylaws/Constitution Ratification,







Announcement of Officers, Chapter Awards,







NAfME Membership (Dr. Soto)



7:10 p.m. 



Break



7:15 p.m. 



Building and Maintaining Your Campus Organization –







Working Session



7:45 p.m. 



A Guide to Event and Service Project Planning for







Student Leaders



8:10 p.m. 



Break



8:15 p.m. 



Developing Student Leadership by Summer Salazar







from Texas State University



8:45 p.m. Networking Opportunity and Conclusion of Summit
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Music in Our Schools Month is March Check out the resources at: http://www.tmec.org/miosm/



Affordable Technology Response Systems By Brian VandeWalle



Elementary music teacher Austin ISD and TMEC Technology Chair Talking about technology in elementary schools can be tough knowing that so many elementary schools are lacking in their technology inventory. Discussing technology in music classrooms can be even harder. Music programs are often overlooked when it comes to budgeting, especially technology budgeting. There are some ways to overcome the lack of funds for technology without spending a ton of money. Developers are creating new and creative programs all the time to help teachers with small budgets. There are two in particular that I have become quite fond of, Plickers and Kahoot. If you have never used either of these programs I hope to give you a variety of reasons to try them out.



Like TMEC on Facebook!



Texas Music Educators Conference
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Many of us are familiar, or at least aware, with personal response clickers for classroom use. Each student is given a small device similar to a small television remote control. The teacher provides questions and the students use their individual clickers to answer. Answers are sent to your computer and immediately you can gauge students’ grasp and understanding of the concepts that were taught. These response system are generally very easy to use but are often very expensive. Plickers (www. plickers.com) is an affordable classroom feedback system. The only things you need to use Plickers are a smart phone or smart device, a projector (or television) and a printer. Here’s how it works. First download the Plickers app to your phone or tablet. It is available for iOS and Android devices. Then go to www.plickers. com and create an account. From the website you can create classes as well as quizzes. I use Plickers in my room as a way to gauge student understanding when reviewing a variety of topics from music theory and vocabulary to Music Memory lessons. Once you have your classes and quiz questions created you need to print out the Plicker cards. These cards are what the students will use to respond to your questions. Each card is unique and no two cards are alike. Each card is numbered and assigned to a student according to the class list you create on the website. This can be done by name, so that every student has recorded answers, or can be done in a generic fashion where you use numbers to represent students either alphabetically or in an order you choose. Each card has a black shape on it with each side of the shape labeled either A, B, C



or D. To start the quiz or review session simply click on the “Live View” link at the top of the Plickers website on your computer. Then from your smart device select the question you wish to be shown to the students. Students answer each question by holding their card up with the letter of the answer they are selecting at the top of the card. The card can be rotated to select different answers. On your smart device you collect answers by clicking the “Scan” button at the bottom and using the camera on your device to scan the cards held up by the students. On your smart device screen you will be given instant results showing who has answered and what answer they selected. They will also see, on the projector screen, if their answer was recorded when a check mark appears by their name. The best part about Plickers that you receive real time feedback and you do not need students to have anything but their Plicker card. This system can be used to assess a variety of topics. Questions can be multiple choice questions with up to 4 answer choices or true/false questions. You can also include photos with your questions. If you have never heard of Plickers or given it a try it is worth the time to check it out. My students from 2nd grade up to 5th grade use it in class and enjoy it. The other program that I feel is worthy of sharing is Kahoot. Kahoot is a game based learning platform that is becoming more popular in schools across the country. While it is free to use, it does require students to have either a smart device or computer connected to the internet. Create a free account by going to www. getkahoot.com. From there you simply create a Kahoot and insert you question and answers. Like Plickers, questions can be multiple choice with up to 4 answer choices or true/false format. You can also insert pictures to aid your quiz. Unlike Plickers, you can add videos from YouTube to add further interest to the question. In my classroom we use Kahoot in two different ways. First, we use it as a review game. We split the class into 2-3 teams and each is given a device (in my class we use our iPod Touches for this.) Students participate by answering questions based on whatever topic we are
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reviewing. One of the cool features of this program is that the system detects which devices answered first. Correct answers receive points, but points are increased by which team answers the fastest. You can set a time limit for each question as well. I generally set my time limit at twenty seconds, but it can be changed to whatever you feel is best for your classes. After each question has been answered Kahoot shows you a Kahoot! Student devices



leaderboard of how the teams are doing. It also shows each team what place they are in on the actual device they are using. My students really enjoy doing review games this way. They love the challenge of being the first to give the right answer but they also enjoy the great graphics, inclusion of video clips and feedback offered after each question.



Plickers screens



Kahoot! Teacher’s board



Another way that I use Kahoot is for testing. My students participate in Music Memory, a great music appreciation program that teaches students about classical music selections and the composers responsible for creating them. After every 4 selections the curriculum offers a written test to assess the students’ knowledge of the pieces they have learned. I have moved from using the paper and pencil version of this listening exam to using Kahoot. In my classroom we have done some very successful fundraisers and have 12 iPads, 10 iPod Touches, and 4 desktop computers. This enables me to allow every student to have a device or be on a computer to take the exam. The only change I make to the settings is taking away all point values. This means when the leaderboard shows up it shows all students with zero points. This prevents anyone in the class from knowing who is doing well and who is struggling. They still know how they are doing, personally, since Kahoot gives feedback to the student on their individual device or computer.
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When the test is over there is an option to download the results. This comes in the form of an Excel file. Information given includes student names that were entered before starting the Kahoot session, how many they answered correct/incorrect, and a list of how each student answered each individual question. It also offers a class average on each report. This method of assessment has also been used for vocabulary and music theory. Students in my class love Kahoot and ask for it on a regular basis. The best part about using either program is that the costs are minimal. In a day and age when funding can be hard to come by it is more important than ever to find ways to bring technology into our classrooms. Both Plickers and Kahoot are engaging and effective to use with students. Give them a try in class and I think you will agree that they will become regulars in your music teaching toolkit.
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